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About This Game

PLEASE NOTE: Microsoft no longer supports creating Games for Windows-LIVE accounts within Episodes From
Liberty City. You can create an account through account.xbox.com and then log into your account in game.

Grand Theft Auto: Episodes from Liberty City includes both The Lost and Damned, and The Ballad of Gay Tony together and
does not require a copy of the original Grand Theft Auto IV to play.

In The Lost and Damned, experience Liberty City as Johnny, a veteran member of The Lost, a notorious biker gang. Johnny has
been creating business opportunities for The Lost in Liberty City but his first loyalty must be to the patch he wears on his back
and to Billy Grey, the club's President. However, when Billy returns from rehab hell-bent on bloodshed and debauchery, Johnny
finds himself in the middle of a vicious turf war with rival gangs for control of a city torn apart by violence and corruption. Can

the brotherhood survive?

The Ballad of Gay Tony injects Liberty City with an overdose of guns, glitz, and grime. As Luis Lopez, part-time hoodlum and
full-time assistant to legendary nightclub impresario Tony Prince (aka "Gay Tony"), players will struggle with the competing
loyalties of family and friends, and with the uncertainty about who is real and who is fake in a world in which everyone has a

price.
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https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/games\/593110\/announcements\/detail\/1808664240333155775. I can't recommend this game
in its current state because there are A LOT of technical issues, bugs, and glitches that are really annoying. It is complete BS that
Rockstar is still charging money for a game that barely runs. Firstly, it required Games of Windows Live (GFWL). Most games
that were originally made for GFWL have been patched to run without it. Not this game. In order to save your single player
progress, you need GFWL. It wouldn't let me login to my existing GFWL account. Then, I followed Rockstar's instructions and
tried making an XBOX account, and it still wouldn't let me login to my newly created account. Finally, after about an hour of
this, I was finally able to find a forum that gave the directions on how to run the game in offline mode (why didn't Rockstar give
instructions on how to do this!!!)

Once I was finally able to start a game that could be saved, the FPS was ridiculously low. The cutscenes and gameplay were
stuttering. This game is 9 years old! It should run well on my Ryzen CPU, 16gb of RAM, and R9 390. So, I had to turn the
settings down to get a better FPS. I also read in a forum that if you launch the game directly from it's game folder, as opposed to
launching within Steam, it runs better (this is true - and is the reason why Steam is showing that I only played it for an hour).

Finally, GTAIV and Episodes from Liberty City were recently patched by Rockstar to take music out of the game because the
licence had expired. So, let me get this straight--They are willing to patch the game for that, but not to fix these technical issues?

There are two episodes which are included in this game. The first, Lost and Damned, I didn't really care for. The main character
is this episode is a "scum of the earth" type character that I really despise. The second episode, the Ballad of Gay Tony (BOGT),
was significantly better. I felt like its main character has more depth. If you don't mind dealing with all of the issues described
above, I mildly recommend the game for the BOGT.. Unplayable in 2019 due to GFWL integration. Do a credit card
chargeback.. Deprecation of GFWL breaks save function. Game no longer playable on modern computers. Avoid unless you
REALLY like playing the tutorial missions over and over again. you may want to check this out on console if you want to skip
dealing with some the problems on the PC platform, an excellent expansion that adds 2 big new campaigns both with loads of
content.. It's a disaster. Get a console version if you have Windows 10. Where to begin...

-It crashed on startup every time I tried to launch it, weather I set it as admin or not until I replaced some files.

-Most of it's soundtrack was removed. The only way to restore them is a crazy complicated process that will disable
multiplayer...
-Save files from my previous PC give a "Load failed, check your hard drive" error...
-Modding and the simple native trainer are dead.
-Still uses Games for Windows Live... You know that is fun...

Don't waste your time or money on this broken mess. It's not worth it. It's a nightmare.. i do like gta 4 and this but WHY DOSE
IT NEED THE XBOX PROGAM TO WORK? and when i insaled this it just \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed me right up
the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. English:

This DLC is unop of the best because we are presented with these characters previously seen but this time they will show us
their journeys in the world of Grand Theft Auto IV and we are presented with an epic crossover between Niko Bellic, John and
Luis Lop\u00e9z,
if you liked GTA IV you should consider buying this DLC

Spanish:

Este DLC es unop de los mejores pues se nos presentan estos personajes ya antes visto pero en esta ocasi\u00f3n nos mostraran
sus travesias en el mundo del Grand Theft Auto IV y se nos presentan un epico crossover entre Niko Bellic,John y Luis
Lop\u00e9z,
si te gusto GTA IV deberias de considerar en comprarte este DLC
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